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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Screaming Circuits Now Offers Online Quick-turn PCB fab 

PCBexpress® Quick-turn fab from Sunstone Circuits integrated with Screaming Circuits PCB assembly 

Canby, OR – April 15, 2013 – Screaming Circuits, specialists in quick-turn prototype and short-run pc 

board assembly, has added new capabilities to its website. Now Sunstone Circuits’ PCBexpress quick 

turn service can be quoted and ordered in one transaction with Screaming Circuits’ assembly service. 

Sunstone’s Full-Feature PCB service has been available for three years, allowing maximum flexibility in 

lead-times and capabilities. Now PCBexpress quick turn is available for the fastest turn-times. 

 

The prototype job entails more than just “building a few protos” and dropping them in the mail. 

Screaming Circuits, with real-time online parts quoting, both full-feature and quick turn service from 

Sunstone and world-class assembly allows the engineer to stay focused on design by offering the 

complete prototype parts, fab and assembly solution in one place. The process, start to finish can be 

completed on one quote and in one transaction. See it in action at DesignWest, booth 838, April 23 – 25, 

2013, San Jose, California. 

 

“Screaming Circuits and Sunstone Circuits continue to collaborate as partners to make the engineer’s job 

easier by integrating Sunstone’s PCBexpress® quickturn PCB service into the Screaming Circuits online 

quote and order process,” said Al Secchi, Customer Service Manager for Sunstone Circuits. “Their 

quality, attention to detail, and ease of ordering make ordering, prototyping, and assembling circuit 

boards easier and more convenient for design engineers.” 

 

Screaming Circuits offers the only online, real-time, complete prototype quote, order and build process 

in the Industry. After the prototype phase is complete, Screaming Circuits’ electronics manufacturing 

service division, Milwaukee Electronics, offers full production manufacturing including design 

engineering, materials management, assembly and test.  
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About Screaming Circuits and Milwaukee Electronics 

 

Screaming Circuits was formed in 2003 as a quick-turn prototype division of Milwaukee Electronics, a 

privately held ISO 9001-certified contract manufacturer, offering design and turnkey production volume 

assembly services to blue chip OEMs. For more information, visit Screaming Circuits on the web at 

www.screamingcircuits.com or the company blog at blog.screamingcircuits.com. 

 

About Sunstone Circuits 

 

Sunstone Circuits pioneered the online ordering of printed circuit boards (PCBs), and it is the leading 

PCB solutions provider with more than 35 years of experience in delivering quality engineering software 

along with quick and on-time PCBs for the electronic design industry. Sunstone Circuits is dedicated to 

improving the PCB prototyping process from quote to delivery (Q2D®) and provides “live” customer 

support every day of the year (24/7/365). For more information about Sunstone’s PCB solutions plus 

online quote and ordering process, please visit www.Sunstone.com. 

 

 

Trademarks 

 

Screaming Circuits, and the Screaming Circuits logo are registered trademarks of Screaming Circuits, a 

division of Milwaukee Electronics. Milwaukee Electronics is a trademarks of Milwaukee Electronics. 

Sunstone and PCBexpress are registered trademarks of Sunstone Circuits. 
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